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IN ADDITION TO THE HAZARDS/RISKS NORMALLY ASSOCIATED WITH THE TYPES OF WORK DETAILED ON THIS DRAWING, NOTE THE FOLLOWING SIGNIFICANT RESIDUAL RISKS (REFERENCE SHALL ALSO BE MADE IN THE DESIGN HAZARD LOG)
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In addition to the hazards/risks normally associated with the types of work detailed on this drawing, note the following significant residual risks (reference shall also be made in the design hazard log):

- Safety, health and environmental information
- Construction
- Maintenance/cleaning
- Decommissioning/demolition
- Use

None
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Superficial deposits
- Alluvium - clay, silt, sand and gravel
- Head - clay, silt, sand and gravel
- Cheltenham sand and gravel
- Sand and gravel

Bedrock geology
- Great oolite group
  - White limestone formation - limestone
  - Hampen formation - limestone
  - Fuller's earth formation - mudstone
- Inferior oolite group
  - Saltmarsh limestone formation - limestone, diurnal

Lias group
- Lias group and inferior oolite group
  - Charnwood mudstone formation - mudstone, argillaceous rocks and subordinate sandstone, interbedded

Charnwood mudstone formation - mudstone

Superficial deposits
- Active surface water abstraction points
- Groundwater-related features
- Potential/uncertified abstraction (status unknown)
- Spring
- Dry valley
- Flooded ground

Construciton
- Safety, health and environmental information
- Maintenance/cleaning
- Decommissioning/demolition
- Use

None

Legend
- Proposed scheme boundary
- Proposed scheme boundary - 1km buffer
- Sites of special scientific interest (SSSI)
- Water networks as presented by the EA
- Superseded by tracer testing
- Approximate direction of watercourse following tracer testing
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LEGEND

AQUIFER DESIGNATION - SUPERFICIAL DEPOSITS

- PRINCIPAL
- SECONDARY (UNDIFFERENTIATED)
- SECONDARY A
- SECONDARY B
- UNPRODUCTIVE

AQUIFER DESIGNATION - BEDROCK

- PRINCIPAL
- SECONDARY (UNDIFFERENTIATED)
- SECONDARY A
- SECONDARY B
- UNPRODUCTIVE
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